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In this thesis, Jilkova neither digs deep enough into the literary secrets of the respective gardens, to 
unlock them and illuminate them nor does she travel back in time like Tom in Tom's Midnight Garden 
to view these works (from 1911 and 1950) through 21-st century eyes to show what these works have to 
offer a contemporary audience. 

All JHkova thesis does, basically, is to say that the garden is central in both these novels (surprise, 
surprise -look at the titles of the novels) and she writes that the two gardens help the children in these 
novels grow spiritually. This second point is also hardly groundbreaking information. In fact, if you 
quizzed any remotely clever child-reader about the role of the garden in the books he/she could telI you. 
A clever child might even be able to guess the role of the garden ifgiven a brief sketch of the plot. 

This opponent's main criterion when judging a piece of scholarly work is: Does the work add to the 
world ofknowledge? This thesis doesn't really. 

Jf1kova does not think deeply enough about the structures or give a close enough reading. The greatest 
fault is that Jilkova tells us nothing new about these books. What she says isn't always wrong - but she 
does not go far enough into the material. 

Jilkova also doesn't do a very good job placing these two novels into the framework of children's 
literature (nor literature in general) and she exaggerates the role of the garden in children'S literature. 
Jilkova's list of children's books dealing with gardens is rather shallow. Surely one doesn't think of 
gardens when one thinks ofAlice's Adventures in Wonderland (which is the correct title of the work - not 
Alice in Wonderland as Jflkova writes.) rather, one thinks of Wonderland itself(furthermore, Alice was 
on a picnic by a river with her sister in the book, not in a garden). And Peter Pan? One thinks of Never 
Never Land (and the Kensington Gardens of Peter Pan is a public park not a private garden). Then 
Jilkova writes "many authors ofchildren's books were women" (page 8) but, besides Pearce and Burnett 
all the other novels she mentions were written by men. In addition to all of this, on page 10, Jilkova states 
that adults also enjoy reading the two books in question (The Secret Garden and Tom's Midnight Garden) 

but misses one important reason why, i.e., the literary echoes. The sly winks to the reader by Burnett 
when she echoes Wuthering Heights (the moors, the tension between nature and civilization, the 
"wuthering" wind itself) and Jane Eyre (a poor orphan comes to a strange mansion, also on the moors 
she hears a strange crying in the house). JHkova doesn't take into account the possibility ofintertextuality 
either- Pearce most likely had The Secret Garden in mind when writing Tom's Midnight Garden. It 
would be a hard work to ignore if one were writing a novel for children with a plot revolving around a 
garden. Sickness begins both novels, both novels deal with a boy and a girl in Victorian times in gardens, 
etc. 

Jilkova uses biographical criticism on page 7 and it seems out ofplace. It really doesn't matter that 
Burnett herself didn't have a particularly happy childhood in the countryside. Moreover, the quote from 
Doris B. Wallace is read by Jilkova incorrectly. Wallace wrote: "The impetus ... is nostalgia for and 
escape to childhood". But Wallace is only talking about the impetus - Burnett was writing a novel for 
children healing and growing up and felt that the idea ofa garden offered her the best way to tell her story 
is all. It doesn't matter in this case what the author's personal experiences were. By extension: was 
Pearce a time traveller as a child? Jilkova's point here denies the creativity ofthe artist - reducing 
everything to personal experience. Furthermore - Jilkova contradicts herself later on page 13 with her 
own research - earlier, on page 7 she had said that Burnett had no real contact with nature as a child but 
here on page 13 she says she did after all. 



So, if JfIkova isn't afraid to try something not strictly text-based, i.e., a little expressionistlbiographical 
criticism tied to her close readings of the texts ...Why not, use, some, say, Feminist, Marxist, Post
colonial, etc., etc. criticism? 

Just for fun, here are three quick possible approaches to the works (I do not mean to say they are correct 
or necessarily well thought out - but at least they say something original - which I find so lacking in this 
thesis.) 

Feminist: The Secret Garden: Mary's story has been completely forgotten by the last pages of the book. 
It is all about Colin with no mention of Mary. Mary's story has become lesser, subservient. Mary's 
growth as a human is lesser than the triumphant Master Colin's on the final pages. Was all that passed in 
The Secret Garden only for Colin to take his rightful place as master of Misselthwaite Manor? Tom's 
Midnight Garden: Tom discovers an ordinary woman's story. This is the real secret ofhis midnight 
garden. Tom discovers/uncovers a voice not heard. An average late-Victorian woman still alive in the 
present day. Mrs. Bartholomew = the Madwomen in the Attic (at least she's the "Madwoman on the Top 
Floor"!). Tom discovers what is now seen as an old spinster was once a wonderful, imaginative child. A 
woman that has been crushed by progress and politics. Her old home and garden have been dissolved, her 
husband dead, her sons killed in the First World War. A further angle on this could be FreudianlLacanian 

Hatty's dream world the past underlying the present. 

Marxist: The Secret Garden: The idea ofclass. Burnett to her great credit does not patronize the 
Yorkshire dialect versus RP English very much. But the Yorkshire characters are all subservient 
politically to Colin and his father. Dickon's mother even writes Colin's father a letter and signs it "your 
obedient servant, Susan Sowerly", when she is not a servant in his household at all! But she knows her 
place in this feudal society. All of what happens in The Secret Garden leads to upper-class Colin coming 
into health and taking his natural place as the leader of society. Tom's Midnight Garden: The idea of 
progress and time. The Victorian middle-class world is much nicer than the contemporary 1950s middle
class world ofdirt, smoke and pollution. Also, as above under "Feminist": Mrs. Bartholmew's fate as a 
poor widow in a materialistic society. 

Post-colonial: This would probably only pertain to The Secret Garden. But - how are India, Indians and 
Indian nature/gardens presented? Could this illuminate anything? On page 61, JfIkova says English 
nature is positive in comparison to India's. What would a post-colonial critic say in response to this? Or 
what about the very idea ofa garden? Isn't this a type ofcolonialism too? The human colonizing the 
natural world? 

Some mixture of these approaches or others and/or a much closer reading would have been nice. 

Finally, there are too many contradictions and mis-readings in the thesis and there isn't enough real 
research. A glance at the secondary sources used: The Bible. Which version of the Bible? The King 
James? The Douay-Rheims? A Czech version? And Sparks Notes and Wildpedia? Not the most 
scholarly of resources to list. 

A sample mis-reading page 10 - JfIkova writes that The Secret Garden is more realistic and that Tom's 
Midnight Garden is in the fantasy genre. In fact, it is Burnett's novel that harkens back to the Gothic 
novel and Romanticism while Pearce's book is strictly realistic even ifTom is able to travel back in 
time. Tom's Midnight Garden is a novel dealing with weighty philosophical ideas like time and memory 
- it is not a fantasy novel. A little further research into Pearce's and Burnett's careers could have 
illuminated this. For alI its magic - Tom's Midnight Garden is the more empirical/scientific book. The 
Secret Garden is the more romantic of the two. 

Connected to this, when JfIkova delves into the descriptions of the gardens she doesn't attach these 
authorial descriptions to the themes of the novels. She points out that Tom's Midnight Garden is 
described in geometric shapes and described with precision. Why doesn't she mention that the theme of 
the novel is time (a scientific concept)? And the garden in The Secret Garden is described in broad 



.. 

strokes and romantic exclamations - well, the theme is one ofnurture, of healing/growing. Jilkova's final 
analysis, on page 56, is that it is interesting to compare the way the gardens are presented in the books. 
Her bottom line is that the descriptions are done well. But these are classics of children's literature! They 
most likely must be done well or people wouldn't have loved and read and continue to love and read them. 
What's the point of Jflkovfl writing all this about descriptions, if she doesn't connect it to the themes of 
the book and possible authorial intention? 

So, does this opponent have anything positive to say about the thesis? Well, yes, there are very few 
grammatical, spelling, register mistakes in the language used. Except, perhaps to mention the overuse of 
"a lot" sometimes even used twice in one sentence (e.g., page 12). 

There are a handful ofgood points made by Jilkova too: the second paragraph on page 4 comparing and 
contrasting the books. The second paragraph on page 7 that gardens are real, tangible things for 
children to identifY with when they read about them in novels. On page 8 equating a garden with the 
process ofgrowing up. And on page 30 - that the children's garden in The Secret Garden is not a 
properly organized one but is kept slightly wild and how this relates to the plot. 

But once again, this opponent can't quite see the point of this thesis. As literary criticism it is weak and at 
times illogical. And then, there is very little literary theory - although on page] 9 Jilkova sets up a few 
dichotomies as a structuralist might (House vs. Garden, Death vs. Life, Masculine vs. Feminine, 
Restriction vs. Freedom) she does not follow through on these. 

There is much emotion in this thesis, and that is good, but there is not much reason, and that is bad. Less 
garden. more house, please! 
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